Where do people look when using combined rating scales?
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Overview
This poster addresses the question to what extent people pay attention to the elements of rating scales, specifically the verbal labels and numbers on a scale used in video quality tests.

Background
Video quality tests
To compare compression algorithms and to analyze transmission errors regarding their impact on the perceived quality of video streams, standardized test setups have been developed by organizations like the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), which also specify the assessment procedures including the assessment scales to be used.

Rating scales
Common types of rating scales are (Svensson, 2000):
- **Verbal Descriptor Scale** (top): verbal categories
- **Visual Analogue Scale** (middle): continuous line
- **Graphic Rating Scale** (bottom): combination of both

While categories prevent the test subject expressing intermediate ratings and may be perceptual non-linear (Zielinski, 2007), visual analogue scales might lead to confusion regarding what point on the line corresponds to what quality level. The Graphic Rating Scale aims at overcoming these drawbacks by combining both, a continuous line and verbal descriptors (Svensson, 2000). Still, it is not clear whether this line is perceived as continuous or whether the verbal labels in combination with the vertical dividers introduce a quasi-discretization of the line perception, which might lead to quantization effects in ratings (Zielinski et al., 2007).

The scale offered by ITU Recommendation ITU-T P.910 shows additionally numbers next to the dividers to emphasize the continuous and linear character of the scale.

Methods

**Hardware:** native HD (1920x1080) 42’ LCD screen , 108 cm away from subject. Eyelink II head-mounted eyetracker (SR Research), binocular recording at 250 Hz. Drift correction after each trial.

**Stimulus material:** 12 standard color video excerpts depicting various TV scenes (duration 8.8-17 s), all scaled to 720x576 pixels (= 34x27 cm on screen), remaining screen greyed out (see picture), in 3 degradation levels. Rating scale was scaled to 350x576 pixels (= 16.5x27 cm on screen).

**Task:** subjects watched the 3*12 the clips +3 training s clips and rated the quality subsequently to degradation levels. Rating scale was scaled to 720x576 pixels (= 34x27 cm on screen), remaining screen greyed out (see picture), in 3 degradation levels.

**Figure 1:** Different rating scales.

The data reported here were collected as part of an experiment on video quality perception. The general setup is depicted in Figure 3. More information on the experimental details as well as the results regarding audiovisual quality can be found in Garcia et al. (2011).

**Figure 3:** Experimental setting of the video quality test.

The data reported here were collected as part of an experiment on video quality perception. The general setup is depicted in Figure 3. More information on the experimental details as well as the results regarding audiovisual quality can be found in Garcia et al. (2011).

Results

**Ratings**
- complete scale used by subjects, but clear anchor effects of line/divider: ratings that correspond to a divider on the ruler were given more frequently.
- no explicit anchor or quantization effect for rating steps that are labelled with a verbal descriptor

**Figure 4:** Results of rating trials. Left: distribution of given ratings across the scale. Right: fixation heat map across all subjects displaying relative duration of fixations >150ms.

**Fixations**
- overall fixation heat map (figure 4 right): clear preference for the ruler line where the actual rating had to be made with the mouse, but no obvious difference between fixations on the numbers and the verbal labels.

**Figure 5:** Fixations during rating. Left: Percentage of total dwell time during a trial on the three scale elements. Right: Percentage of target of first fixation for each scale element.

An repeated-measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) confirmed the statistical significance of the depicted differences for both measures (F1,29=267, p<0.01 for %dwell time; F1,22=190, p<0.01 for 1st fixation; dfs Greenhouse-Geisser corrected). Post-hoc comparisons were significant for all conditions (p<0.01, Sidak-adjusted).

Summary and Conclusion

- While subjects used the complete scale for rating, there was a quantization or anchor effect of the line dividers.
- The anchor effect is not more pronounced for steps with a verbal label compared to steps with divider/number only.
- Subjects attended the numbers much less than the verbal labels or the line itself in terms of total dwell time as well as percentage of first fixation.
- Thus the meaning of the scale appears to be derived mainly from the verbal labels.
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